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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a cooperative environment between the Interactive Digital TV (IDTV) and
home networking with the aim of allowing the interaction between interactive TV applications and the controllers of the in-home appliances in a natural way.
More specifically, our proposal consists of merging
MHP (Multimedia Home Platform), one of the main
standard frameworks for IDTV, with OSGi (Open Service Gateway Initiative), the most widely used open
platform to set up Residential Gateways. To overcome the radically different nature of these specifications the function-oriented MHP middleware and the
service-oriented OSGi framework , we define a new
kind of application, coined as XbundLET. Although
this software bridge is suitable to enable the interaction
between MHP and OSGi applications in both directions, we concretely focus on exposing our implementation experience in only one direction: from MHP to
the OSGi world.
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1

Introduction

Nowadays, we are living important technological
changes that mainly affect our life at home and the
communication with the outside world. Residential
Gateways (RGs) play an essential role in this field because they constitute a bridge between the networked
home and the outside world turning out to be indispensable in the smart home. However, and although
nowadays there is not a wide consensus about their
configurations, the functionality of new RGs is wanted
to be extended to support digital, multimedia and entertainment features. On this matter, it is believed
[HBJK04] the current Set-Top Boxes (STBs) have a
strong potential to evolve into popular residential gateways. In fact, the great evolution of Interactive Digital TV (IDTV) has entailed the diversification of TV
receivers. Consequently, new STBs are not only a decoder for digital television broadcast, but also an entry
point to the Information Society and a suitable plat∗
Partly supported by the R+D project TSI 2004-03677 (Spanish Ministry of Education and Science) and by the EUREKA ITEA form to support the execution of interactive applications.
Project PASSEPARTOUT.
The proposal we introduce tries to go one step further and allow the interaction between TV applications
Digital Peer Publishing Licence
and the controllers of the in-home appliances. With the
Any party may pass on this Work by electronic
aim of assuring the interoperability, we have adopted
means and make it available for download under
widespread standard solutions for each one: the MHP
the terms and conditions of the current version
(Multimedia Home Platform) specification [MHP03]
for the STBs; and the OSGi (Open Service Gateway
of the Digital Peer Publishing Licence (DPPL).
Initiative) Service Platform specification [All03] for
The text of the licence may be accessed and
home networking. However, the convergence is not
retrieved via Internet at
as simple as it could seem. First, the current MHP
http://www.dipp.nrw.de/.
specification implies a dead end at home, because of
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the absence of connection to the in-home network.
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Figure 1: MHP vs. OSGi
Figure 2: Lifecycle management in OSGi. Dashed
lines represent automatic or pseudo-transitions
ture: the function-oriented MHP middleware and the
service-oriented OSGi framework. With the aim of
overcoming these problems, we have defined a new
kind of applications, called XbundLET, that allows
the interaction between MHP and OSGi applications
in a natural way.
Our proposal tries to provide the MHP-OSGi communication in both directions: (i) enabling an MHP
application to use OSGi services; and (ii) that any
OSGi device is able to take advantage of the MHP
functionality. However, in this paper we specially pay
attention to one of them: from MHP to OSGi, describing our implementation experience in detail by using a
use scenario.
In order to introduce our proposal, the next section
describes both the OSGi and MHP specifications and
in Section 3 we expose a scenario at home where one
MHP application needs to interact with the in-home
devices. In order to support this communication, we
introduce in Section 4 the new software component
(XbundLET), focusing on the interaction from MHP
to OSGi. In sections 5, 6 and 7 our implementation
experience is detailed and, finally, related work, conclusions and future work are presented in sections 8
and 9.

2

MHP vs. OSGi

vices it provides and it also can discover other services
by means of a third role, the OSGi Service Registry.
Being more precise, a bundle is a Java ARchive (JAR)
representing the minimal component in OSGi that can
be installed, uninstalled or updated. On another hand,
the minimal unit of functionality is really what OSGi
calls a service.
The best way to describe the bundle dynamics
is by inspecting its lifecycle diagram, consisting of
the six states in Figure 2 In brief, once a bundle
is INSTALLED, it can be started, but it must be
RESOLVED (the framework resolves all code dependences) before getting control. After that, in its
real lifetime, the bundle can be started (ACTIVE)
and stopped (RESOLVED) by using the intermediate states STARTING the bundle is being started and
STOPPING the bundle is being stopped which highlight the fact that both processes are not instantaneous.
The moments when a bundle becomes NSTALLED
and UNINSTALLED are the end points in its lifecycle, which implies the periodical change between
RESOLVED and ACTIVE states.
The MHP specification is a multiple layer model
which mainly defines the boundary layer MHP API between the system software and the MHP applications
(Figure 1). MHP applications (commonly referred as
Xlets) are usually sets of Java class files written by using a well-defined set of libraries in the MHP API1 .
The other defining characteristic of Xlets is that they
are totally controlled by the Application Manager residing on the STB which is responsible for monitoring,

OSGi and MHP share a similar high-level goal: an
open standard for a horizontal market. However, the
scenarios where both platforms are located IDTV and
in-home appliances are very different, so the kind of
architectural solution is different too (Figure 1).
OSGi is essentially a service-oriented architecture
1
Other kind of MHP applications follows the DVB-HTML
for residential gateways. In this framework, any run- model, but because of its complexity and computational costs,
ning component (known as bundle) exports the ser- DVB-J applications (Xlets) are by far the most popular.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037
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starting and/or stopping them.
In fact, the lifecycle of an Xlet is as follows. When
the initial Java class of an Xlet is loaded and instantiated (either from the transport stream or locally from
the STB), it enters the LOADED state (see Figure 3).
Once the Xlet is LOADED, it can be terminated at any
time (changing into the DESTROYED state). Most frequently, after LOADED, the Application Manager signals the Xlet to initialize itself and the Xlet enters the
PAUSED state, where it is ready to become ACTIVE.
This state indicates the application is executing and
can be changed to PAUSED to be resumed again.

Figure 3: Lifecycle management in MHP.

MHP application needs to communicate to the OSGi
framework to use several services it provides:
Scenario: In John’s Set-Top Box, a recommender
of TV contents is in charge of recording the TV shows
in which John may be interested. Since he is keen
on cooking, a documentary about Ferrán Adriá is
recorded. When John decides to see it, he is notified
that the recipe the cook is explaining was also broadcast and recorded as an Xlet with different options. As
he prefers having a hardcopy, he selects the option
”print the recipe”. Besides, there is also the option
of sending the recipe to the fridge, which checks if all
the ingredients are available; if anythin is missing it is
added to the shopping list.
As Figure 4 illustrates, the infrastructure at home
consists of the in-home network, the Internet access
and the STB-Residential Gateway, where a home controller is placed. The Xlet (the recipe) has been broadcast and stored in the PVR (Personal Video Recorder)
by the recommender (1). As soon as John gets into
home (2) the atmosphere is adapted to his tastes (3)
and the TV cooking program previously recorded is
offered to him (4-5). The recipe is transferred from
the STB to the fridge and /or to the printer (6). Finally,
at the end of the day the fridge sends the shopping
list to the supermarket using the Internet connection
(7). The interaction among the domestic appliances
is provided by the OSGi framework in the usual way.
However, since the Xlet carrying the recipe needs to
interact with the fridge and the printer, the interaction
between MHP and OSGi is needed.
The interaction among the domestic appliances is
provided by the OSGi framework in the usual way.
However, since the Xlet carrying the recipe needs to
interact with the fridge and the printer, the interaction
between MHP and OSGi is needed.

To sum up, both OSGi and MHP specifications define an implemented functionality as a Java application with a restricted lifecycle externally manageable.
For the former, the objective is making an extremely
dynamic environment manageable; for the latter, lifecycle management makes a resource-limited environment more reliable and predictable. The communication schemas are also different. An OSGi application
(bundle) can provide services to other bundles and/or
invoke other bundle’s services by using the OSGi Service Registry. On the other hand, an MHP application 4 XbundLET: a conceptual bridge
(Xlet) can communicate with other Xlets via the IXC
(Inter-Xlet Communication), a special form of RMI Our proposal to integrate MHP and OSGi platforms
(Remote Method Invocation) defined in [MHP03].
into a smart solution for home networking consists
of introducing a conceptual entity of communication,
which we have named XbundLET (Figure 5). An
3 Why MHP to OSGi communica- XbundLET is a hybrid application that integrates the
defining characteristic of both Xlets and bundles: (i) as
tion is necessary
any Xlet, its lifecycle is controlled by the Application
As we have previously mentioned, one of the advan- Manager and it also can communicate with other Xlets
tages of merging MHP and OSGi platforms is the pos- via the IXC ; (ii) as a bundle, it can provide services to
sibility that IDTV applications and home devices can other bundles and/or invoke other bundle’s services.
As having both an Xlet interface and a bundle interinteract. In fact, the following scenario shows how an
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037
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Figure 4: An example scenario: from the MHP to the OSGi framework

face, the dynamic behaviour of the XbundLET entity
is as shown in Figure 5. In this virtual lifecycle, we
have defined four main states:
• INITIATED. In this state, the XbundLET is not
yet ready to run as either an Xlet or a bundle,
though it is being prepared for that. It has to wait
for resolving all code dependences (the pseudotransition resolve) in the OSGi framework and
for being signalled by the MHP Application Manager (Xlet.initXlet).
• INACTIVE. In this state, the XbundLET is ready
to run as both an Xlet and a bundle. As soon as an
activation order is received it enters the active
state. Whatever the activation order received
(Xlet.startXlet or bundle.start), the
other one is triggered internally.
• ACTIVE. In this state, the XbundLET is active, i.e., the application is executing and so
it exists both in the OSGi framework and
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037

in the MHP platform.
Then, the application lives in a cycle of inactive and
active states.
Similarly to the activation order, whatever deactivation order received
(Xlet.pauseXlet or bundle.stop), the
other one is triggered internally in order to pause
the XbundLET in both execution environments.
The inactive-active cycle continues until the XbundLET is finished and it enters the
finished state.
• FINISHED. In this state, the XbundLET
is being destroyed.
It has received the
finish order,
Xlet.destroyXlet or
bundle.uninstall, so it frees its resources
in the MHP platform and notifies bundles in the
OSGi framework that the XbundLET is being
uninstalled. As Fig. 2 shows, a bundle can only
be uninstalled if it is not active. So, when the finish order is received via Xlet.destroyXlet,
a set of automatic transitions and intermediate
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Figure 5: The XbundLET entity and its virtual lifecycle

states are included in the virtual lifecycle.
This virtual lifecycle enable the interaction between
MHP and OSGi in both directions without losing the
adequate interface for each one. Therefore, any change
in the OSGi lifecycle corresponds with an appropriate
reaction in the MHP lifecycle and vice versa, maintaining the coherence among both frames. Besides,
we specify the behaviour of the XbundLET and how
it must communicate with the MHP and OSGi actors
(the Application Manager, the OSGi Service Registry,
etc.) in order to really provide the needed mechanisms
for a real communication between both platforms.

4.1

From MHP to OSGi

Although XbundLETs play their main role whenever
inter-platform communication is needed, in this paper
we only focus on communications initiated from the
MHP side, i.e, one Xlet needs to use one or more services provided by the in-home OSGi appliances. The
process is schematised in Fig. 6, where the communication before the Xlet arrives is represented using
dashed lines:
1. The bundles controlling the devices at home
firstly register the services they offer in the Service Registry of the OSGi platform.
In the following two communications, a new entity
called Master XbundLET plays the essential role of
linking both OSGi and MHP worlds. Mainly, the Master XbundLET is occupied in paying attention to any
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037

new service coming from the OSGi world to inform
the MHP environment about it:
2. The Service Registry notifies the presence of a
new service, via Service Listener, to the Master
XbundLET, assuring it is always up-to-date with
all novelties coming from the OSGi platform.
3. Whenever the Master XbundLET is informed
about any change, it simply notifies the news to
the IXC Registry. Therefore, any Xlet of the
MHP framework can look up the IXC Registry
to find specific and updated OSGi services.
By the previous exchanges of information, the OSGi
environment is able to advertise its services in the
MHP world. But, how can an Xlet use these features?
In the same figure (Fig. 6), the communications involved in this process are represented by continuous
lines:
1. Firstly, the Xlet can find in the IXC Registry the
services it is looking for.
2. After that, it asks to the Master XbundLET to be
put in touch with the appropriate XbundLET.
3. The Master XbundLET creates and launches one
MHP2OSGi XbundLET to provide access from
the MHP side to the OSGi service. Doing so,
the Master XbundLET avoids (i) the overload of
being in charge of every single data interchange
and (ii) the overload of having one XbundLET
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fish OSGi [OSG04] and JEFFREE (Java Embedded
Framework FREE) [JEF03], offer less functionality.

Figure 6: Accessing OSGi servicer from Xlets.

Both environments run on the same physical device (PC platform) and, on boot, the MHP Application Manager is responsible for initialisation of the
STB-Residential Gateway. To do this, our Application Manager launches the OSCAR OSGi framework
by executing oscar.jar. As it is normative in the
OSGi specification, all bundles (XbundLET too) run
in a single Java Virtual Machine (JVM), the one on
which the OSCAR execution environment runs. On
the contrary, accordingly with the MHP specification,
Xlets may run on this JVM or not. This does not entail
a problem, because the communication between Xlets
(and, by extension, the Xlet and XbundLET communication) is always assured by the IXC.

The list of bundles to automatically install
for each even when most of them will probably
and
start when OSCAR is started is specified
never be requested by any Xlet.
in oscar.auto.start; the bundle Master
4. Once the MHP2OSGi XbundLET has been XbundLET belongs to this list. Of course, its first
launched, it will remain available not only for task is creating a Service Listener, ready to detect any
the requesting Xlet, but also for potential future change in the OSGi services to inform properly about
Xlets2 . This MHP2OSGi XbundLET will be them to the MHP side. On the OSGi side, when bunalso responsible for managing all requests from dles controlling the printer and fridge are started, they
the MHP side to all services the bundle provides register the services they provide in the OSGi Service
through the same service interface, i.e., there ex- Registry, like Printing and Supplying (from the
ists at most one MHP2OSGi XbundLET for printer and fridge, respectively). Consequently, the
each corresponding service interface in the bun- Service Listener of the Master XbundLET detects
dle.
this situation and informs the IXC Registry about that.

5

Implementation Overview

For the implementation of the proposal we have started
from open software implementations of both the OSGi
framework and the MHP platform. On the MHP
side, after studying several open source possibilities
(XleTView [Xle04], openmhp [Ope03] and mhp4free
[Tec04]) we decided to use XleTView because of its
suitable current status of implementation. However,
XleTView does not include a complete implementation
of IXC communication yet, so we have done several
works in this line. On the OSGi side, after studying
different possibilities, we have opted to use the OSCAR (Open Source Container ARchitecture) implementation [OSC05], because others, like the Knopfler-

According to the tasks mentioned in the above paragraphs, we have modified the source code of the Application Manager (offered by the XleTView implementation [Xle04]), and we have also added inter-Xlet communication. Of course, adding new functionalities to
the Application Manager is allowed by the MHP specification, so, in any case, we have respected the standard.

Regarding the XbundLETs design and implementation, remark that since every XbundLET implements
Xlet and bundle interfaces, it should accept requests
addressed to both of them, and guarantee the integrity
of both lifecycles. Finally, because we have defined a
dual interface, an XbundLET can not only be installed
from the OSGi framework, but also an XbundLET arriving from the IDTV stream can be launched by the
Application Manager. So, any IDTV provider can play
2
If the Application Manager needs to free occupied resources,
it may decide to destroy the XbundLET; in this situation, the Mas- also the role of a OSGi service provider only by following the schema proposed in this paper.
ter XbundLET is in charge of launching it again on demand.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037
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Figure 7: Main classes and components in the scenario

6

The components in action

The main classes and components which are involved
in invoking OSGi services from the MHP platform are
shown in the class diagram of Fig. 7 which is focused
on the usage dependencies among elements.
On the OSGi framework, apart from the framework itself (component oscar.jar), the main components in the scenario are the bundles of the printer
(printer.jar) and the fridge (fridge.jar);
both of them are supposed to be installed and started
(for instance, automatically on Oscar boot) when the
scenario begins. The printer and the fridge use the
interface BundleContext for registering the service interfaces they match, Printing/Config and
Supplying/Control respectively. To be precise,
in our scenario, the Xlet with the recipe add-ons only
needs to use the following methods in these interfaces:
printer.jar
public interface Printing
{

urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037

void printB&W(File myfile);
...
}
fridge.jar
public interface Supplying
{
void postRecipe(File myrecipe);
...
}

On the MHP platform, the main elements are
the Xlet with the recipe add-ons, client class
recipeXlet, and a broker element for communication, the class IxcRegistry.
This
class enables inter-Xlet communication by providing the Registry interface (package javax.
microedition.xlet.ixc) for binding (bind,
rebind, unbind) and looking up (lookup,
list) remote object references bound with string
names in the registry. The recipe’s Xlet will use the
above interface for locating a printer or a fridge to
which to send the recipe (for printing or updating supplying, respectively).
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The components in the middle of the diagram,
master.jar and MHP2OSGi.jar, are the ones
which set up the bridging structure, and so, they are
what we have called XbundLETs. The XbundLET
master.jar implements the ServiceListener
interface in order to track the availability of new service objects in the framework and, consequently, to
bind or unbind remote objects in the IxcRegistry
when OSGi services are registered or unregistered.
Apart from the dependencies which result of using interfaces, the figure shows that the component master.jar depends on the component
MHP2OSGi.jar. This dependency is stereotyped
as instantiate to indicate that operations on the
source element create instances of the target element.
That is, the bundle master.jar create and install
XbundLETs MHP2OSGi.jar on the framework.
According to the conceptual model in Sec. 4, the
components which really act as a bridge between MHP
and OSGi are instances of MHP2OSGi.jar. Every
MHP2OSGi XbundLET component is linked to a
service interface SI which has been registered in the
OSGi framework by a bundle B. To be precise, given a
SI implemented by B, it will be an MHP2OSGi.jar
instance which will offer a Wrapped interface to the
pair (B,SI ). The main method in that Wrapped interface is

Object invoke(methodref meth,object[] args)

which calls a method meth in the OSGi service object, SO, corresponding to the pair (B,SI ). That is,
the SO the bundle B has registered to provide the
SI. The method meth is managed dynamically by
means of a method reference and all the input and return parameters are of type Java object, so they can
be cast to any desired type. The implementation of
this Wrapped interface is dynamically constructed at
installation-time, when the MHP2OSGi XbundLET
is created and initialised by the Master XbundLET.
The wrapped code acts as an interface between the
caller Xlet and the code which, in the bundle B, implements SI. To do this, the Wrapped interface also
offers public methods to configure itself, that is methods which allow the Master XbundLET to customize
the bridge; linking it to a concrete bundle (for instance
printer.jar) and to a concrete service interface,
for instance Printing.
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037

7

Details of the interaction with the
printer

In the scenario proposed in Sec. 3, the recipe (received
as an Xlet) broadcast with the cooking show is printed
and/or sent to the fridge for updating the supplying,
so the Xlet needs to use the Printing service offered by the bundle of the printer and the Supplying
service offered by the bundle of the fridge. In the
next paragraphs, we explain in detail the collaboration
of the objects which interact to perform the scenario.
Since both communications are based on the same philosophy, we only focus on the former (printing).
The UML Collaboration Diagram of Fig. 8 shows
all the interactions. Inside the bundle of the printer
(printer.jar), the class PrintingImpl provides the implementation of the service interface
Printing. The classes masterXbundLET and
MHP2OSGiXbundLET are the ones which implement the service interface Wrapped inside the bundles master.jar and MHP2OSGi.jar, respectively. Master XbundLET implements, moreover, a
service listener to track all service events in the framework.
An instance of the class masterXbundLET (mxb
in the diagram) is the main object in that collaboration
and its first task is creating a Service Listener (1 and 2).
When the new service Printing is registered (3),
the Master XbundLET detects this new service (4)
and informs the IXC Registry (in the MHP side) about
it (5).
The interaction between the MHP and OSGi worlds
starts when the Xlet rcp, coming from the data
carousel and initiated by the Application Manager (6),
tries to print the recipe. Therefore, it looks for this service in the IXC Registry (7). Assuming no Xlet has
required this service before, the reference stored in the
IXC Registry corresponds to the Master XbundLET,
so the Xlet sends the printing order to it. This is a consequence of our decision of creating the MHP2OSGi
XbundLETs on demand, which avoids the overload
implied by having XbundLETs to attend potential request from the MHP side that might never occur.
Once the MasterXbundLET receives the printing
request (8) it reacts as follows:
• It creates an instance pxb of the
MHP2OSGiXbundLET class which, like
Master XbundLET, implements the XbundLET
interface. An MHP2OSGi XbundLET is in
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Figure 8: UML Collaboration Diagram for the interactions in invoking OSGi services from the MHP platform.. The invoking Xlet is recipeXlet and the invoked service is printB&W provided by the class
printingImpl inside the bundle printer.jar. Grey arrows are used when the pxb object is already
launched and ready

charge of sending service commands from the
MHP to the OSGi side (9). These requests
are wrapped under the order invoke. Apart
from creating an instance to manage the service
Printing, the Master XbundLET also have to
customize this instance: constructing the wrapper
according to the service interface Printing
and linking it to the service object myprinter.

the wrapped request invoke(printB&W(file))
into the direct order printB&W(file), which is
sent to the service object myprinter of bundle
printer.jar (12)

If the pxb object has already been created, the interactions would be slightly different. The reference
given by the IXC Registry to the Xlet would be the
pxb object itself. Therefore, the Xlet would directly
send
the tunnelled request to pxb (8 in grey) and
• It modifies the information stored in the IXC Registry (10), such that for subsequent requests, the the order would be untunnelled by the MHP2OSGi
reference returned to the corresponding Xlet be- XbundLET, to be correctly understood by the corresponding bundle (9 in grey)
longs to the pxb object.
The final appearance of the application running in
• It sends the PrintB&W command to the recently
the XleTView emulator is shown in Fig. 9. The screen
built pxb object in this case (11)
capture was taken just when the user selects the option
Finally, the MHP3OSGi XbundLET transforms of printing the recipe. As we can see, other options
urn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037
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Figure 9: Screenshot for the recipe Xlet running in the
XleTView emulator.

like asking for help, sending the recipe to the fridge,
or simply exit from the Xlet frame are also offered to
the user.

8

Related Work

Although adopting networking facilities at home is a
relatively new field, the technological novelties that
have been appeared during the last years have totally
changed the common perception of home networking.
The appearance of digital information appliances like
Internet refrigerators and microwave ovens can be considered the first effort of this technological progress.
After that, attempts to develop home controllers to
connect and manage all these appliances have raised
naturally. However, these attempts are in a beginning
state, mainly because there is not a wide consensus
about the configurations and functions of this kind of
controlling systems yet.
In fact, according to its main interests, each company proposes its own home server with differentiate characteristics. We can perceive these differences
observing three sectors: communication companies,
game companies and consumer electronics ones. First,
communication companies are mainly keen on the network functions of the home server. For instance, Ericson have developed a home server called E-Box to
provide home informatization and Internet services at
home. Second, game companies focus on developing a home entertainment server based on their game
consoles. Sony considers PlayStation, its world famous game console, as a next generation home entertainment server by adding network functions. Fiurn:nbn:de:0009-6-11100, ISSN 1860-2037

nally, consumer electronics companies, such as NEC,
Hitachi, and LG also propose their own architecture of
the home server adding PC functions to the consumer
electronics products such as refrigerators. Within this
sector, STB vendors also try to add new facilities to
their products to support the control of the networked
home.
On this matter, trying to converge to an unique solution is obviously the hot spot, and the current STBs
have a strong potential to evolve into popular residential gateways [HBJK04]. Although many other factors
are also crucial in this regard, from a technological
perspective, the STB merges enough characteristics to
be considered a suitable candidate. In fact, not only
STBs offer a possibility of joining Internet services at
home and entertainment, but also a suitable platform
to support all the activities involved in a controller for
home networking.
The first step through this convergence is assuring the interoperability between IDTV and the smart
house. On this matter, and in accordance with EU
Commission Recommendations, the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) initiates broading the possible contribution
base for technology consensus or standardization in
the field of intelligent homes, by launching the CENELEC Smart House Workshop Initiative. In the Final Report [Cen03], as conclusions and recommendations, it is highlighted the potential of Digital TV/DVB
standards for the Smart House. Therefore, the DVB
consortium will have to play a major role as regards
further Smart House Standardization, taking it into account for future MHP releases. In fact, the promotion
of MHP as residential gateway is already reflected in
the agenda of the DVB consortium with the creation
of the MHP-HN (MHP Home Networking) group.
Meanwhile,
other proposals have risen,
like [TKK04], whose authors propose an architecture supporting the communication between both
worlds. In their approach the STB and the OSGi
gateway are placed in dedicated devices and the
interaction of IDTV Xlets and OSGi bundles is
implemented by sending special commands via an IP
network. However, the solution is far from being a
general one which supports legacy software. On the
contrary, it mainly proposes a solution for delivering
OSGi bundles via the broadcast carousel, and for
controlling in-home services and appliances via the
IDTV platform. The solution is not good enough to
maintain the dynamic spirit of OSGi.
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Besides, and since new possibilities at digital home
are continously rising, researchers focus their attention
on finding appropriate solutions to maintain the interoperability among the different home devices. The
AVPACK project [iNR04] adopts and enhances the
MHP framework to formulate a fully converged Audio/Video delivery platform specifically for residential entertainment devices, also called Video Gateways. In [MHWN03] a new architecture called personal home server is proposed to customize how to use
the home appliances according to users’ preferences.
Continuing with this line, the authors of [KKKC04]
propose an intelligent agent model, the UT-AGENT,
for smart home environments, where the environment
is able to learn about the user’s preferences to assist
them properly. In [KL04], the authors propose an implementation for the management agent of residential gateways. This role has been introduced in the
OSGi specification, although its interfaces have not
been detailed yet. Finally, some global solutions based
on the OSGi platform have been published. For instance, the proposal of [BYK+ 03] introduces a global
architecture to integrate a home multimedia server, a
home control server and a home information server to
achieve the so desired interoperability among all devices at home.
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Conclusions and Future Work

XbundLET, supports for bundles to use the functionality in the MHP platform: for instance, bundles showing messages in the TV screen or bundles querying
an EPG (Electronic Programming Guide). Remaining the same the software solution which enables this
other round of communication, our current objective is
defining a set of MHP functionalities which would be
appealing to construct services deployed through the
OSGi framework. In fact, we are developing a proposal for ”MHP Service Specification in the scope of
the actual OSGi specification. The goal is to describe a
bridging service between OSGi and MHP applications
like, for instance, the one defined for UPnP (”Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) Device Service Specification)
Besides, in an environment were both platforms coexist, it would be very interesting to improve the way
in which both kinds of applications search for the services they need. For the moment, this search is based
on syntactic rules, though adding also semantic reasoning would surely allow more effective results. The
objective is to build a home networking ontology in
such a way that requests for services can be totally
independent of the particular services names. What
is more, within this desirable context, it will be also
possible to tackle the personalization of the in-home
services. Since our research group has gained experience in the field of TV personalization [BFPAGS+ 04],
we are working now in applying this experience to the
ambient intelligence area.
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